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Abstract 
Beigel, R. and W.I. Gasarch, The Mapmaker’s dilemma, Discrete Applied Mathematics 34 (1991) 
37-48. 
We examine the problem of coloring a subgraph of a k-colorable graph without knowing the 
entire graph. Our results are phrased in terms of a game with two players: (a) the Mapmaker, 
who must color a fixed set Xof vertices in a manner extendible to a k-coloring of the entire graph, 
and (b) the Explorer, who adds vertices and edges to the graph, hoping to force the Mapmaker 
to change his mind many times about how to color X. We show that if kr3, then the Explorer 
can force an exponential number of mind-changes; but if k= 2, then she can only force a linear 
number of mind-changes. Applications to recursive graph theory are given. 
1. Introduction 
We examine the problem of coloring part of a k-colorable graph, while not know- 
ing the rest of it. To illustrate some of our concepts, we describe a somewhat whim- 
sical scenario, which we call the Mapmaker’s dilemma. 
Picture a 12th century mapmaker who is given a map of Europe and the countries 
adjacent to Europe, and is told to 4-color the European countries in a manner that 
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is consistent with some coloring of the entire world. Unfortunately, Asia has not 
yet been explored. He cannot expect to find a consistent coloring given incomplete 
information, but the people must have their maps colored, so he colors Europe based 
on the information at hand. The world is small, and he does not have anything else 
to do, so this takes negligible time. From time to time, he receive reports from 
explorers of newly discovered countries and their neighbors. (This is a relatively 
peaceful time, so countries and borders do not disappear from the map.) This new 
information may invalidate his 4-coloring of Europe, so that he has to recolor it, 
at great cost to his publisher. 4-color photocopying is a novelty that few can afford; 
therefore he hopes, through some cleverness, to minimize the number of times he 
has to recolor the map of Europe. 
We study a problem similar to that of the mapmaker. In particular, we study the 
problem of coloring a subgraph H of a k-colorable graph G, where G is given to 
us only a little at a time. 
In Sections 2 and 3 we formalize this problem in terms of a game with parameters 
k and n. The players in the game are named “the Mapmaker” and “the Explorer”. 
Intuitively, the Mapmaker tries to color n nodes of a k-colorable graph G, while the 
Explorer reveals more and more of the graph; the Explorer wins if he can make the 
Mapmaker change his mind many times. In Section 4 we prove our main theorem: 
for 3 I kl n the Explorer has a winning strategy. In Section 5 we show that if k = 2, 
then the Mapmaker has a winning strategy. 
Informally, our main theorem says that coloring part of a graph in an extendible 
way is hard in that it may require looking at all possible colorings. In Section 6 we 
formalize and prove this statement in the context of recursive graph theory. For the 
related problem of graph k-colorability it is a major open question whether such a 
brute force algorithm is required, namely the P = ?NP question. Additional discus- 
sion of connections between recursive graph theory and complexity theory may be 
found in [6]. Other connections between the work here and complexity theory are 
in [9]. Lakshmipathy and Winklmann [9] have previously proved the k = 3 case of 
Lemma 4, and applied it to communication complexity theory in an interesting way. 
2. Conventions, definitions, and notation 
Definition. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and let k EN. A k-coloring of G is a function 
c: V-,(1,..., k} such that if { ui, u2} E E, then c(ui) #c(u*). A graph G is k-colorable 
if such a c exists. 
Definition. Let G be a graph, let H be a subgraph of G, and let c be a coloring of 
H. A coloring c’ of G is an extension of c if for all u in H, c’(u) = c(u). A coloring 
c of H is (G, k)-extendible if there exists a k-coloring c’ of G that is an extension 
of c. If the value of k is understood, then we say that c is G-extendible. If the graph 
G is also understood, then we say that c is a local coloring of H. 
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Two colorings c, and c2 are isomorphic (denoted ci =c2) if there exists a per- 
mutation o of { 1,2, . . . , k} such that, for all u in H, c,(u) = o(c2(u)). By convention 
we regard isomorphic colorings as being the same. A statement such as “G has two 
k-colorings” means “G has two nonisomorphic k-colorings”. Formally the term 
“coloring” should be replaced by “isomorphism class of colorings” throughout. 
Notation. If A is a set and ke N, then [Alk denotes the set of all k-element subsets 
of A, and [A] <w denotes the set of all finite subsets of A. 
Let G be a k-colorable graph and let H be a subgraph of G. NI(G, H, k) denotes 
the number of nonisomorphic (G, k)-extendible colorings of H. NI(k,n) denotes 
NI(H, H, k), where H is the graph consisting of IZ isolated nodes. It is easy to show 
that NI(k, n) is exponential in n. We include a proof for completeness. The quantity 
NI(k, n) is clearly equal to C:= 1 S(n,s) where S(n, s) is the number of ways of parti- 
tioning n identical objects into s classes (also called a Stirling number of the second 




NI(k,~)=~~~s(,.,)=~~~~~~~(-I)r : (s-r)‘=,%rgO 
0 
rr(s_r)r . 
Replacing s - r by t and summing in a different order we obtain 
For large n and fixed k this is approximately k”/k!. 
3. The local coloring game 
We describe the local coloring game with parameters k and n, k<n with two 
players named “the Mapmaker” and “the Explorer”. Formally we define the game 
as follows. In the first round of the game the Explorer presents Gi = H, and the 
Mapmaker responds with a k-coloring ci of H. In the sth round the Explorer 
presents a k-colorable graph G, > G,_ 1, and the Mapmaker responds with a k- 
coloring c, of H that is G,-extendible. The game goes on indefinitely. If in the 
course of the game the Mapmaker presents NI(k,n) different colorings, then the 
Explorer wins; otherwise the Mapmaker wins. 
The main theorem of this paper is that if kz 3, then the Explorer has a winning 
strategy. The idea is that whatever G,_,-extendible coloring c,_, of H that the 
Mapmaker tries during round s - 1, there exists a k-colorable graph G, 2 G,- I such 
that c,_, is not G,-extendible; but all other G,_ r-extendible colorings c, c+c,_t, 
are G,-extendible. Thus the Explorer can invalidate exactly one k-coloring of H per 
stage. The Mapmaker is then forced to try all k-colorings of H. 
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4. A winning strategy for the Explorer 
In the next four lemmas we exhibit graphs that the Explorer will use in his winning 
strategy. We only supply the descriptions (and pictures) of the graphs; the proofs 
that they work are easy exercises left to the reader. 
Lemma1.Letk,m~Nbesuchthatmr1andkr3,letA={u~,...,u,}beasetof 
vertices, and let v be a vertex that is not in A. There exists a k-colorable graph 
SAME(A, u) such that 
(1) there exists a k-coloring c of SAME(A, v) where all the vertices in A are colored 
the same, 
(2) if c is a k-coloring of SAME(A, v), where all the vertices in A are colored the 
same, then u also has that color, 
(3) if c is a k-coloring of A, where not all the vertices are colored the same, then 
for any color a, there exists a k-coloring c’ of SAME(A, v) that extends c such that 
c’(u) = a. 
Proof. If m = 1, then let SAME(A, u) be the graph consisting of u and u1 connected 
to every vertex of a (k- 1)-clique (see Fig. 1). 
We consider the m = 2 case. Let W be a clique on k - 1 new vertices { w,, . . . , wk _ , } . 
To form SAME(A, u) connect u to every vertex in W, connect u1 to every vertex in 
W except w,+ 1, and connect u2 to wkP 1 (see Fig. 2). 
We now consider the case for general m. Let A=(u~,...,u,}. Let w~,...,w,_~ 
be new vertices, and let w, _ 1 be u. Let 
m-2 
SAME(A,~)=SAME((~~,~~},W~)U U SAME({w;,Ui+2),Wi+l) 
i=l 
(see Fig. 3). 0 
Lemma 2. Let j, k EN, 2 5 j I k, and let A = {v,, . . . , Vi} be a set of vertices. There 
exists a k-colorable graph LESS(A) such that 
(1) if c is a k-coloring of LESS(A), then ul, v2, . . . , Vj cannot all be assigned dif- 
ferent colors, i.e., I{c(o): o~A}l <j, and 
(2) any (j - 1)-coloring of A can be extended to a k-coloring of LESS(A). 
Fig. 1. 
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SAMUIv,, v21. v) 
Fig. 2. 
Proof. Let W be the complete graph on k-j+ 1 vertices. LESS(A) is formed by con- 
necting every vertex in A to every vertex in W (see Fig. 4). 0 
Lemma3.LetkEN, kz3, andletA={v, ,..., v, } be a set of vertices. There exists 
a k-colorable graph NEQ(A) such that 
(1) if c is a k-coloring of NEQ(A), then the vertices in A must use more than one 
color, i.e. 1 {c(v): v E A} I> 1, and 
(2) if d is a k-coloring of A such that 1 {d(v): v E A} I> 1, then d can be extended 
to a k-coloring of NEQ(A). 
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LESS(v,, v2, . . . . 5) (2sjG) 
-JEl 
I(dV,), C@& . . . . ‘(‘j)l’ <.i 
Fig. 4. 
Proof. Let Z be the graph consisting of an edge connecting two new vertices x1 and 
x2. Let NEQ(A) = SAME(A,xi ) U SAME@, x2) U Z (see Fig. 5). 0 
The next lemma is the key to the proof of our main theorem. The lemma roughly 
states that if HC G and c is an extendible coloring of H, then G can be extended 
to G’ in such a way to make c not extendible to a coloring of G’, but not to exclude 
any other coloring. 
Lemma 4. Let 
(a) k EN be such that 3 I k, 
(b) G be a k-colorable graph, 
(c) H be a subgraph of G, 
(d) c be a G-extendible coloring of H. 
There exists a graph G’= SPOIL(k, G, H, c) such that G’ > G and 
(1) c is not G’-extendible, and 
(2) if d is any G-extendible coloring of H, d z c, then d is G’-extendible. 
VI 
Xl SAME SAME -‘2 
Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 6. 
Proof. Assume c uses j5 k colors. We consider the case j22 first. 
For 15 ilj let Ai c H be the set of vertices u such that c(u) = i. Let ui, . . . , Uj be 
new vertices. Let G’= GU(u=, SAME(Ai, ui))ULESS({ui, . . . . Uj}) (see Fig. 6). 
We now consider thej = 1 case. In this case c assigns all the vertices of H the same 
color. Let G’==GUNEQ(H). R 
Theorem 5. Let k, n EN, 3 I ks n. The Explorer has a winning strategy for the local 
coloring game with parameters k and n. 
Proof. During stage s2 1 the Mapmaker will present a k-coloring c, of H that is 
G,_ i-extendible. The Explorer’s winning strategy is to play 
G SPOIL(k, G,_ ,, H, c,), if SPOIL(k, G,_ i, H, c,) is k-colorable, = 
s 
I G,pI, otherwise. 
At every stage s < NI(k, n) the Explorer eliminates exactly one k-coloring from being 
a G,Y-extendible coloring of H. Thus the Mapmaker is forced to present NI(k, n) dif- 
ferent k-colorings of H. 0 
5. The k = 2 case 
Throughout this paper we have been assuming that ks-3. We show that this is 
necessary, i.e., if k=2, then the Mapmaker has a winning strategy. 
Theorem 6. Let n EN, k=2. The Mapmaker has a winning strategy for the local 
coloring game. In fact, if k=2, then the Mapmaker has a strategy such that he 
presents at most n different colorings. 
Proof. In round 1 the Mapmaker colors H arbitrarily. In each subsequent round, 
if the Mapmaker can use the same coloring he used in the proceeding round, he does 
so, else he uses some arbitrary coloring that has not been ruled out. 
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The only rounds where the Mapmaker must present a new coloring are those 
where the Explorer connects two components of H (the path may use vertices that 
are not in H). Hence the Mapmaker presents at most IZ different colorings. q 
In the k= 2 case, the Explorer can easily force the Mapmaker to present exactly 
n colorings. Hence the result above is tight. 
6. An analog to P = ?NP in recursive graph theory 
We use the techniques of Section 3 to solve a problem in recursive graph theory 
that resembles P = ?NP. The problem asks (informally) if a particular problem that 
can be solved by a naive exponential brute force algorithm can be solved more effi- 
ciently. We show that the brute force algorithm is optimal. The problem has its 
roots in [5,7]. 
Definition. A (possibly infinite) graph G = (V, E) is recursive if every vertex has 
finite degree and both I/c N and E c [N12 are recursive (i.e., decidable by a Turing 
machine [lo, 111). 
Many references to articles on recursive graph theory can be found in [3]. 
Definition. A recursive graph G=(V,E) is recursively k-colorable if there exists a 
recursive function f : V+ { 1,2, . . . , k} that is a coloring of G (i.e., there is a Turing 
machine that computes a k-coloring of G). 
Bean [l] proved that there exists a 3-colorable recursive graph that is not recur- 
sively k-colorable for any k. Carstens and Pappinghaus [5] considered coloring 
algorithms that are allowed to “change their mind” b times where b is a fixed con- 
stant. They showed that for all k 2 3 there exists a k-colorable recursive graph that 
cannot be k-colored by such an algorithm. These results have been extended in [7, 
Chapter 5.21. 
We consider a similar type of coloring problem and improve on the results in [5,7]. 
Definition. Let G = (V, E) be a k-colorable recursive graph. A local k-coloring of G 
is a function that takes a finite set H c I/ and outputs a G-extendible k-coloring of H. 
We examine the complexity of local k-colorings. Our measure of complexity is 
“mind-changes”. In particular we study algorithms for local k-colorings that are 
allowed to change their mind g(n) times on inputs consisting of n vertices. The func- 
tion g is the complexity of the algorithm. 
In what follows we will interpret the input to a Turing machine as an ordered pair 
(H,s) where H is a finite set of vertices and s is a parameter; and the output as a 
coloring of those vertices. 
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Definition. Let f be a function from [Nlcw to N, and let g be a function from N 
to N. The function f is computable by a g-mind-change algorithm if there exists a 
Turing machine it4, that halts on every input, such that for all HE [N]<‘?’ 
(a) lim, + o. M(H,s) =f(H) (i.e., ( 3sO)(Vs2sO)M(H,s) =f(H)). 
(b) 11s: M(H,s)+M(H,s+ I)>1 cg((HI). 
Algorithms like M in the above definition are called mind-change algorithms. 
If 1 (s: M(H,s) # M(H,s + 1)) ) 2 b, then we say that “M has changed its mind at 
least b times on H”. Many references to mind-change algorithms can be found in 
]41. 
Carstens and Pappinghaus [S] showed that one can color a recursive graph with 
a mind-change algorithm that changes its mind an exponential number of times. We 
sharpen their result and put it in our terminology. 
Theorem 7. Let G = ( V, E) be a k-colorable recursive graph. There exists a local k- 
coloring of G that is computable by a g-mind-change algorithm where g(n) = 
NI(n, k) - 1. 
Proof. The following mind-change algorithm M changes its mind only when the k- 
coloring it thought was correct is shown not to be G-extendible. 
Algorithm for M 
(1) Input(H, s). 
(2) If s = 0, then output the coloring that maps all elements of H to 1. 
(3) Compute c = M(x, s - 1) and G, = ( V,, Es) where 
v,=(vn(i,2 ,..., s})UH, 
E,=En{(x,y): x,y~ v,}. 
(4) If c is G,-extendible, then output c, else output a k-coloring of H that is G,- 
extendible (for definiteness take the least coloring relative to a fixed ordering). 
End of Algorithm 
Let Hc V, IHI = n. If a k-coloring c of H is not G,-extendible, then, for all tzs, 
c is not G,-extendible. Therefore each k-coloring of H is tried at most once. Since 
there are NI(n, k) different k-colorings of H 
I{s: M(H,s)#M(H,s+ l)}i sNI(k,n)- 1. 
Since the number of mind-changes is bounded, lim,, ~ M(H, s) exists. We denote 
this k-coloring by c. We show that c is G-extendible. Assume, by way of contradic- 
tion, that c is not G-extendible. By a compactness argument (similar to those in [S]) 
there exists t EN such that c is not G,-extendible. Hence lim,, oD M(H, s) # c, a con- 
tradiction. 0 
We now show that the brute-force algorithm in Theorem 7 is optimal. 
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Let M,,M2,M3, . . . be an acceptable numbering [lo, 1 l] of all Turing machines 
(i.e., from e the code for M, can be recovered and M, can be run on an input). 
Definition. A (infinite) recursive partition of N is a partition N= U:, 2; where 
each 2; is a (infinite) set, and the function that maps x to the i such that xeZi is 
recursive. 
Definition. Let (-, -) be a recursive bijection from NxN to N (e.g. (4,17) is the 
number that the ordered pair (4,17) gets mapped to). 
Theorem 8. Let k 2 3. There exists a k-colorable recursive graph G such that every 
mind-change algorithm that computes a local k-coloring of G requires NI(k, n) - 1 
mind-changes on an infinite number of inputs H of arbitrarily large cardinality. 
Proof. We construct G to satisfy the following requirements, indexed by (e, n) EN: 
R,, nj: If M, computes a local k-coloring of G in the limit, then ( 3 H c V), 1 H) = n, 
such that M, changes its mind at least NI(k, n) - 1 times on H. 
Let P&,n~~(me,,n~=l be an infinite recursive partition of N. For every (e, n> EN we 
construct a k-colorable recursive graph G(e, n) whose vertex set is a subset of ZCe,n), 
to satisfy requirement R,, ,,). To construct G(e,n) we essentially play the local 
coloring game with parameters k and n, where the algorithm M, plays the role of 
the Mapmaker, and we play the role of the Explorer. Since each G(e, n) is recursive, 
and {ZC~,~))&)=, is a recursive partition, the graph G = U:,,,, = t G(e, n) is recursive. 
Fix (e, n) EN. Let Z be ZCe,n). Let M be M,. We construct G = G(e, n) in stages. 
G, denotes G at the end of stage s. The final graph G will be lJ,“= r G,. 
Construction 
Stage 0. Let H be the set consisting of the least n numbers in Z. Let Go have 
vertex set H and no edges. 
Stages + 1. Run M(H, s). If the computation halts, then let t be the number of steps 
it took. If M(H, s) is a G,-extendible k-coloring of H, and SPOIL(k, G,, H,M(H,s)) 
is k-colorable, then set 
G st I= SPOIW, G,, H, MUX s)), 
making sure that the new vertices added are the least numbers in Z that are greater 
than both t and the total number of steps the construction has taken before this 
stage; otherwise set G,, 1 to G,. 
End of Construction 
If there is an s such that M(H,s) does not converge, then the construction never 
goes past stage s. Even though we do not know if this happens or not, the graph 
G is recursive. A number t is a vertex iff t enters the graph during the first t steps 
(not stages) of the construction. A pair (tl, tz) is an edge iff (tl, t,) becomes an edge 
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of the graph in the first max(t,, t2) steps. Both of these conditions can be tested re- 
cursively by running the construction for a finite number of steps. 
We show that requirement R<,,.) is satisfied. Assume M= M, computes a local k- 
coloring of G in the limit. Let H be as in the construction of G(e,i). Assume, by 
way of contradiction, that 
I+: M(H,s)#M(H,s+ l)}! <NI(k,n)- 1. 
Let .s be the minimal stage such that M(H,s) has reached its limit. At stage s of 
the construction M(H,s) will be seen to be a G,-extendible coloring. Since the 
number of mind-changes before s is less than NI(k, n) - 1, the number of G,- 
extendible colorings of H that have been spoiled is less than NI(k, n) - 1. Therefore 
SPOIL(k, G,, H, M(H, s)) is k-colorable, so G,, 1 will be set to SPOIL(k, G,, H, M(H, s)). 
Hence M(H, s) cannot be a G,, 1 -extendible coloring of H, so M cannot compute a 
local k-coloring of G in the limit. 0 
There are stronger recursive conditions that can be imposed on a graph. 
Definition. A graph G is highly recursive if it is recursive and the function that pro- 
duces all the neighbors of a given vertex is recursive. 
Theorem 8 is true for highly recursive graphs with the same proof. The status of 
Theorem 8 for decidable graphs, as defined by Bean [l], is unknown. 
7. Open problems 
One can add more parameters to the local coloring game. For example, a bound 
g on the genus of G can be specified as a parameter. In the technical report version 
of this paper [2] we show that for g=O (G planar), with k= 3, the Explorer has a 
winning strategy. For gz 1 all problems associated with such games are open. 
Another variation allows the Mapmaker to use m colors where m > k. That is, 
although the explorer is constrained to keep the graph k-colorable, the mapmaker 
can use m > k colors, where m is an added parameter of the problem. By techniques 
used in [I] to show that every highly recursive k-colorable graph is recursively 2k- 
colorable, one can show that if the Mapmaker can use 2k colors, then he has a 
strategy in which he presents only 0(n2) different colorings. For values of m be- 
tween k and 2k it is an open problem to determine who wins. 
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